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One of the interesting things about the entertainment industry is that people from all walks of life have a chance to do so in some capacity. While not everyone can land on the A-list like Dwayne Johnson, Kim Kardashian or Miley Cyrus, there are still tons of famous faces out there who have been able to make a name for
themselves in the business. In recent years, many people have learned Dave Navarro as the host of the hit show Ink Master. The truth is that before landing the show, Dave was cutting out a name for himself in music and ending up in reality TV. Let's take a look at Dave Navarro's unique journey! He was in Jane's
Addiction and Red Hot Chili Peppers Via tonedeaf.com To get the full story of Dave Navarro's time in business, we had to take things back to the 80s on the streets of Los Angeles, where Navarro was cutting his teeth with the legendary Jane Addiction. The 1980s were a unique time in Los Angeles, as there were many
groups leaving their mark on the business. Jane's Addiction is compared to some other famous artists, but the truth is that the band was unique in its own right and offered a brand of music that people fell in love with. Navarro was the band's guitarist on the first two albums before the band broke up for a while. Once
separated, Navarro eventually joined the Red Hot Chili Peppers in the 90s for their underrated masterpiece One Hot Minute. Navarro had the difficult task of replacing guitarist John Frusciante, who eventually returned to the band after Navarro left to record the seminal album Californication. Eventually, Jane would come
back together for a huge comeback, and Navarro slid into his previous role as a guitarist. The band has released several more records over the years and they continue to support a huge number of fans. While Jane and Chili Peppers are often considered sister acts and have a number of connections between them, the
truth is that they sound nothing like that and both offer something different. In addition to working for these bands, Navarro has also released solo music and worked with artists such as Nine Inch Nails, Guns N' Roses and Marilyn Manson. yes, the guy's insanely talented and was around the block in business. Even so,
music is not the only thing he has succeeded in his career. He became a reality star afterwards via grunge.com making it into music more than some people could ever hope for, but Dave Navarro did much more than just shred the stage with other legendary performers. The truth is that Navarro is a total natural in front
of the cameras, and over time, he has landed many gigs on reality TV. Among some of the most notable shows that Navarro made is a former series called Thiel's Death We Have a Part: Carmen and Dave, which was a reality show on MTV that about his eventual marriage to Carmen Electra. For strangers, the 2000s
had a time that saw loads of celebrity couples head to the reality show to give fans a glimpse into their lives, and Navarro caught this mistake with his eventual ex IMDb also revealing that Navarro was once the host on the Rock Star series, which was a show designed to find the next INXS vocalist in season one and for
a new supergroup called Rock Star Supernova in season two. This particular show is not remembered in much the same way as some other reality TV contest since the 2000s, since no winner has had sustained success. Time in front of the cameras eventually paid dividends for Navarro, who eventually got a gig for the
Ink Master. He landed 'Ink Master' Gig Via paramountnetwork.com back in 2012, Dave Navarro secured his Ink Master Gig and took things to another level with his work on the show. Navarro has long been known, but this popular series allowed him to reach a huge audience. According to IMDb, Navarro was on the
series from 2012 to 2020, appearing in more than 150 episodes for the show. The competition showed a ton of sustained success and was able to get a lot of people into the world of tattoos and artistry for all this. Now that the series is over, Navarro will be looking to move on and find success in the next chapter of
Things. Navarro is no stranger to podcasting and radio shows, hosting his own called Dark Matter and making appearances on other notable shows like TigerBelly. Once the venues are reopened, we hope to see Navarro back on stage and rocking. Navarro has a long and successful career, and it's amazing that he
started it all by running around and rocking in 1980s Los Angeles. Next: Carmen Electra Pure is worth 9 Other facts about her, which Backstreet Boy has the highest net worth today? You don't have what it takes to be 'Ink Master.' fans of spike reality show heard Dave Navarro say it 15 times in Season 5. But on
Tuesday, December 16, the Ink Master host and judge finally call the Rivals the winner. It's been a busy season, with 18 tattooists battling it out with their industry rivals for a bragging rights and a $100,000 prize. There have been great tattoos, bad tattoos, some seriously rude criticism and of course shocking exceptions.
Season 5 featured three leaders from the start - Wedge Rock One, Eric Here and Josh Hibbard. But in a surprising twist, Josh was sent home in episode 11 after admitting to breaching the show's contract by smoking weed. While no place in the episode finale was guaranteed until episode 16, returning artist Jason Clay
Dunn managed to knock out Mark Longenecker to stand alongside Sline Rock One and Eric in the Rivals finale. I had hopes for Jason, of course, but I couldn't he be a great guy and was with us before, Navarro International Business Times. I wanted him to do well. In fact, Jason is one of the only Ink Master contestants
who tattooed me! There's no doubt that Jason will be trained. The owner and artist at Tattoo Alchemy in Montclair, California, has 20 years of experience in the field. He knows how to play the game after appearing in Season 3, but his place in the top three wasn't as obvious as Wedge Rock One and Eric. He did some
outstanding work on the show, but he also made some weird choices, so I wasn't sure of his ability to take a spot in the final three, Navarro added. He is a kind of wild card in the sense that sometimes his head gets in the way of his craft. I was sure his talent could get him out there, I just worried that his head wouldn't let
him. Ink Master fans should know exactly what a strange choice a reality TV host has in mind. In episode 11 Jason received criticism from the judges for his choice of placing in a spine tattoo challenge. Jason's human canvas wanted the Empire State Building, even though he already had a tattoo with his name on the
top of his back. With no other choice, Jason decided to place the spire of the building under the inscriptions of the previous tattoo. More recently, Jason let his nerves get to him in episode 16 of Tattoo Elimination. The empty canvas refused to have Jason tattooed a geisha pinup on him, forcing the judges to quickly find
him a replacement. Switching up rattled Jason and he ended up getting a tattoo the judge didn't like. He had to compete in the subsequent elimination of the tattoo with Mark and Eric. Mark was the final contestant to be eliminated before the Ink Master final - something that came as a surprise to some viewers, given
some of his struggles throughout Season 5. Owned and an artist at Endless Summer in Cocoa Beach, Florida, Mark entered the show with an impressive reputation from 20 years in the field. His projects were creative, but he didn't always impress judges during criticism. He paid his dues and has been recognized by the
community for years, Navarro says of Mark. I think Oliver and Chris pushed him so hard because they know he has the ability to pull off a great job. However, my role is that of the client, so my comments have a different point of view. I vote in general aesthetics more than anything else. I leave technical stuff for the pros
and go with my own thoughts as a client. Despite removing Mark before the finals, Judge Navarro sees it as a success story of the season. At first he took a beating from the judges and he never collapsed. It looked as though he might be the first to go and rode him out (before) the final four, he adds. Just goes to show
that some artists can handle heat from and make it work while like Let it get in their heads and explode. While there were no physical fights like Kyle Dunbar's meltdown with referee Chris Nunez in Season 4, there was one moment that left Ink Master spectators with jaws on the ground - Josh Hibbard eliminating. Many
who watch Spike's show took to Twitter to express their anger, a move that didn't surprise Dave at all. We all knew very well that eliminating Josh would upset many fans - to be honest, it was a shame for the judges as well, he explains about marijuana use controversy, referring to fellow judges Chris and Oliver Peck.
We all wanted to see full competition with everyone who competes to the end. However, it would be unfair to other contestants who honor their contracts to have it slide. Despite Josh's departure from the show, the Ink Master season was a competitive and entertaining ride. On Tuesday, finalists Cleen Rock One, Eric
Siuda and Jason Clay Dunn will each present their final tattoo, a 35-hour back piece, for judges Dave Navarro, Chris Nunez and Oliver Peck to criticize and name the winner. As for what's next on the Ink Master horizon? Navarro hasn't ruled out an all-star season. I think it would be fun, but I love seeing new unknowns
get a shot at reaching a mass audience, says Navarro. I'm sure more will be revealed on this issue in the future! Watch Ink Master: Rivals finale when it airs on Spike on Tuesday, December 16, at 10 .m EST. Est.
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